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October 28th, 2020, Amazon launched its e-commerce platform in Sweden, marking a
key milestone for Nordic e-commerce. The conglomerate and tech giant could become
the leading Nordic e-commerce player and capture 5-10% of the e-commerce market
within 5 years. Incumbent players are left with a strategic dilemma – should they join
with Amazon or should they fight back? Either way, they need to make sure their
houses are in order and prepare for what could be a bumpy ride.
Following our main article addressing Amazon’s entry in the Nordics, we cover
deep-dive perspectives on three core elements of Amazon’s success; Product
offering, Pricing and Loyalty (including delivery). This perspective covers the third
one – Loyalty and delivery

Customer loyalty is key to Amazon’s success – Prime
membership service at core
Loyalty is a key factor of Amazon’s success, with its signature offering ‘Prime’ being
a central component. Prime is a subscription service where customers can opt in as
members to enjoy several benefits by paying an annual fee of 119 USD in the US.
Amazon has built an entire ecosystem of Prime benefits including free and fast
delivery, early access to promotions, Prime Video, Amazon Music and e-books. In
addition, all Amazon customers can leverage synergies with Amazon smart devices,
such as being able to place orders through its home assistant Alexa, and its smart
doorbell system Ring letting users accept in-home delivery while not at home.
Furthermore, with the increased Prime membership base and the massive
consumer adaptation of the platform, Amazon owns the product search in the US.
This means that the majority of customer journeys and product searches starts at
Amazon - not on Google, as we know it from in Nordics.

Fast delivery central in Amazon’s and Prime’s value proposition
The primary membership benefit of Prime is unlimited free and fast delivery, which
is also a cornerstone of Amazon’s offering. A core objective of Prime is to prompt
customers to shop more at Amazon, by removing the shipping fee barrier. Customers
are incentivized to move all their shopping to Amazon rather than other retailers,
since they have in effect already paid for delivery, through their Prime membership.

This increases the total gross profit to Amazon as they become more loyal – giving
Amazon the tailwind of scale effect. In short, Amazon focuses on total customer
lifetime value instead of the profitability of the single basket.
Amazon has been investing heavily in logistics capabilities and infrastructure to
drive superior availability and delivery speed – as an example, they have spent 60
billion USD in the past six years to build out their fulfillment infrastructure and
delivery capability, with their delivery service estimated to have a value of 230b
USD by 2025. The logistics capabilities are seen as critical, with delivery being key
for Amazon’s sustained advantage. The company has been a key driver in the
development of last mile delivery in the US and many other markets, where
shipping time are often specified in hours rather than days already since ~2015.
(See Exhibit 1).

Exhibit 1 | Amazon drives development towards faster deliveries –
retailers in US are following Amazon’s lead
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Note: For illustrative purposes—estimated delivery speeds based on news articles and company reports,
Note: Delivery services not available in all markets or full product range
Sources: Company websites; BCG analysis

Prime members can enjoy free same-day shipping on orders above $35 on eligible
items, and free shipping, with fastest shipping option available, for all other orders.
Amazon’s fastest delivery service, Prime Now, is one of the key membership
services and is available in selected markets including US, UK and Germany. In the
US, Prime Now offers members free 2-hour delivery on orders above $35 and is
available for ~35-40k SKUs in 38 US cities.

Across Europe, Amazon is increasing their warehouses density and can use the
inventory from one country to supply customers in others. This provides a real scale
advantage and is the unlock to offer the customers the world’s largest assortments

Prime membership will typically reduce the margin on a customer, given that the
customer will now fragment their purchases rather than pooling them in a single
delivery, as they do not pay delivery charges. However, with the sticky membership,
customers will move more of their total share of wallet to the platform.

When entering new markets, Amazon’s delivery model is typically expanded
gradually. Initially, a new market is served through a single fulfillment center,
followed by opening of local last mile delivery stations as well as additional
fulfillment centers.
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To support its in-house logistics infrastructure, Amazon complements its delivery
network with external elements. Amazon Hubs are parcel pick-up sites near
customers, either as secure lockers or in convenience stores such as 7-Eleven.
Amazon Flex, a ride-sharing last mile delivery service, further supports increased
delivery speed. Furthermore, Amazon is experimenting and developing technologybased delivery methods, including autonomous delivery robots and drone delivery.
Companies choosing to sell through Amazon could gain access to its fulfillment
network by using FBA – ‘Fulfillment By Amazon’. With this service, Amazon picks,
packs, ships and tracks the order for the supplier as well as handle returns and
refunds. However, this does come at a price. While FBA pricing varies, it consists of
two main fees: a shipping fee of 25-150 SEK per parcel, depending on size,
destination and weight, and a monthly storage fee of 160-380 SEK per cubic meter,
depending on product and season.

Prime likely launched in Sweden in the near future –
increasing competition
Amazon keeps compressing the timeline for Prime to be available after a market
launch. For some of Amazon’s previous market entries such as Australia, Italy and
Spain, the subscription service was available within less than a year after launch (see
Exhibit 2). In Australia, Amazon launched Prime already six months after country
launch, indicating that Swedes could likely enjoy the service in a not too distant future.
As for loyalty programs of incumbent Nordic e-commerce players, there is large
variation in maturity and many leading players show potential to improve. Most
major retailers do have loyalty programs in place, with most common benefits
including discounted rates, points and personalized offers, as well as newsletter
subscriptions. More advanced services included in Prime such as discounted
delivery, in-home delivery and digital services such as music and video streaming
are, however, very limited among incumbents.

Prime with solid foothold in the US – now growing globally
Prime members are increasing rapidly, reaching +150 million members globally as
of January 2020. With e-commerce accelerating in many markets during the
Covid-19 pandemic, this trend has likely increased even further. In the US alone,
there are +100 million Prime members, representing +50% of all households and
more than the number of households owning a landline. With its solid US base,
Amazon now looks to grow the service internationally.
While Prime is not yet available in Sweden, the company is regularly expanding
additional offerings and services in non-US markets. Brazil, where Prime was
launched in September 2019, has seen the fastest member growth in Amazon’s
history, with members in 95% of municipalities after just one year. To achieve this,
Amazon has been applying a ’test and learn’ approach, where they iteratively
try multiple offers and invest in services, learning as they expand further into
new markets.

Exhibit 3 | Amazon Swedish delivery in line with leading peers - still behind more mature markets
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Exhibit 2 | Prime priority of new market entry, with newest entries seeing it within first year

Fastest at-home
delivery (cost)
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Ø 1.6

Ø 51

Ø 2.8

Ø 41

Ø 219

1. Delivery orders placed before 8 am can arrive the same evening, depending on delivery method 2. Does not include long distance or
20+ kg/200+ cm packages, in these cases cost is higher, delivery time often 5-15 day delivery & offers only one delivery slot (08-16.00)
3. Offer same day delivery given available time slots for delivery, high demand may limit availability 4. If value exceeds 299, home delivery is half
price & postal agent delivery free 5. From 0 to 399 depending on location and product ordered. Not included in average 6. Books 39 SEK
7. Media and clothes 29 SEK, free for Prime 8. Half price for Prime, or free if order above 204 SEK. 9. For eligible items and cities 10. Free for Prime
members 11. 34 SEK for media. Free for prime members 12. Delivery time of 3-5 days if free, threshold of 113 SEK for books
Note: Averages for incumbents, not including Amazon
Sources: Company websites Nov 2020; BCG analysis
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Amazon with their positioning as one of the first truly cross-vertical e-commerce
players with +150 million SKUs is further increasing the attractiveness of the
loyalty program. This broad offering allows consumers to maintain only one loyalty
program membership across product categories, rather than one for each retailer.
On the other hand, the cross-vertical nature of Amazon also means that it can be
more challenging to provide the same niche benefits and experience as specialized
Nordic players.

Amazon faces maturing Nordic delivery and currently at par
with peers - still less advanced than other markets
A driver for Amazons success in previous market entries has been its superior delivery
model. However, the Nordic market poses additional challenges with regards to
delivery, and has also significantly matured over the past years. As a result the delivery
offering that Amazon now enters with is generally in line with peer average, both when
it comes to delivery time, delivery cost and threshold for free shipping. Even so,
Amazon has shown that it is capable of creating more attractive delivery offerings in
other, more mature markets such as US, UK and Germany (see Exhibit 3).
Like the rest of the Nordic players, Amazon also faces geographical and labor cost
challenges. The geographical challenges are related to the urban versus rural
distributions, due to the market’s geographical distances and low population
density (except for Denmark). Labor costs on the other hand, are connected to the
region’s high minimum wages, challenging the objective of keeping the laborintensive delivery cost low.
Sweden and the Nordics have seen several steps towards more advanced last mile
delivery over the past years. One element is LogTech companies and third-party
logistics integrators, which today have come to play an important role. As an
example, Budbee, serving most major retailers, offers free premium delivery
through a membership program priced at 49 SEK/month. This allows users to pick
one-hour time slots at day of delivery, as well as track their package in real time.
Many players have also stepped up their delivery speed. For example, 7-Eleven in
Denmark, will start offering 1-hour delivery on selected assortment in key areas.
Further, as seen in Sweden, partnerships between retailers in different product
categories can offer consumers a more cross-vertical offering by allowing joint
online shopping and delivery of selected assortment.
Even if last mile delivery has matured in the Nordics, the region is still less
advanced than many other markets Amazon has recently entered such as Australia
and the Netherlands. Here, there are players offering 2-hour delivery on select
categories, while most Swedish players offer 1-2 day delivery as fastest option.
Furthermore, Nordic e-commerce players are not meeting customer expectations
when it comes to last mile delivery. There is a clear gap between preferences and
delivery services provided, both when it comes to delivery time as well as delivery
method (see Exhibit 4). This, combined with the trend towards faster delivery seen
in other markets, could substantially lower delivery times.
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Exhibit 4 | Nordic consumers offered longer waiting times and less convenient delivery methods
than expected
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Note: Due to rounding, might not add up to 100%
Sources: PostNord E-barometer Q2 2019; PostNord E-commerce in the Nordics 2018

Incumbent players should consider stepping up both their
loyalty and delivery game
If joining with Amazon, companies can enjoy Amazon’s capabilities related to both
loyalty as well as delivery. However, in doing so incumbents will also lose the direct
selling relationship with consumers and there will be a need for strengthening this in
parallel. If fighting Amazon on the other hand, they should consider reviewing both
their loyalty and delivery strategy to keep up - especially if or when Prime is launched.
To compete on loyalty, incumbents can leverage and improve their customer insight
and relationships as well as develop super-attractive loyalty programs. Optimized
use of customer data, Advanced Analytics and AI can also be levers to better
understand and react to customer needs and personalize offerings. Data-driven
personalization and precision marketing is particularly important in e-commerce.
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Where a customer can view up to 90 SKUs at the same time in-store, a mobile
phone or computer screen offers only 3-7, respectively. As such, personalization can
ensure relevance of displayed products and further drive conversion.
Nordic companies can also build on their deeper local understanding compared to
the tech giant, as well as their more specialized position rather than the
‘Everything store’ that Amazon is known as. An example of doing this, is by forming
a community around the products sold, e.g. by providing reviews and product tests
to expand offering from only competing on price and convenience.
For delivery, both Amazon and incumbent players could benefit from addressing
the gap between current services and consumer expectations. While Amazon is
currently in line with competitors, a further ramp-up of its delivery capabilities as
seen in other markets could change this dramatically. Furthermore, launching
Prime would make premium delivery free for members, effectively reducing
delivery time to 1-2 days as a standard for these members.
As the market moves towards frictionless delivery, fast and convenient delivery is
expected to become even more of a hygiene-factor, effectively widening the gap for
companies not keeping up. Incumbents should consider strengthening delivery
capabilities to shorten lead times, working with last mile delivery integrators and
building innovative solutions such as partnerships with other retailers. Here, they
can also leverage their existing stores to provide click-and-collect, an option not
available for Amazon due to their lack of physical stores. In doing all of this, costs
should be kept low for the consumer, with high freight prices being the most cited
reason for exiting check-out.
Through all of this, a key value driver can be shifting from a profit per transaction
view, to a more long-term consumer lifetime view. This will require seeing delivery
not only as a service that consumers should pay for, but as a lever to smoothen the
conversion funnel and build consumer loyalty. Retailers could at times benefit from
accepting negative margins on individual transactions due to shipping, and rather
focus on building a long-lasting, personal relationship with the consumer.
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